


/Al DWELLING AMONG WALLS

by
Michael E. Gavulajltt

(Abstract)

Sigfried Giedion wrote that the basic aim of the modern
movement was to "win the split of thought and feeling" which
is characteristic of modern man; that despite his power of
scientific thought, modern man has lost a true relationship to ·
the world in which he lives, and that what is lacking in ourtimeis

a satisfactory development of man’s emotional faculties.
This thesis is the record of an architectural project which was
allowed to depend upon the impetus of emotion for the
development of its language and program. The written portion
of this record is in part a history and in part an interpretation of
the project.

The project begins in pursuit of the desire to dwell upon a
particular site.
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PART ONE

I had been looking for a project with a strong emotional basis,
for something that I really wanted in my heart to do.
During the spring of 1983, I was occupied with a study of the
walls of the unfinished portion of the arsenal at Radford,
Virginia.
From the moment I first came upon the walls, I was transfixed
by them. I was strongly attracted by their desolateness. I
wondered what it meant to want to gaze upon and even inhabit »
such a desolate place.
Perhaps by imagining that I lived there, I could come to
understand something about this attraction.

Figure 1 is a snapshot of the unfinished part of Radford
Arsenal, as seen from the road between Radford and Price’s
Fork. The photograph was taken on my second visit to the
walls.
The walls were built during the second world war, as the first
stage of a project to expand the arsenal. They are made of
reinforced concrete and were intended to contain fires or
explosions in their connecting structures. Before the connecting
buildings were completed, the war ended and construction was
abruptly abandoned.
The drawing in figure 2 was made to aid in the imaginary
habitation of the field of walls.

Where vou stand, dig deep and pry!
Down tvhere is the Well! I had carried over into this project a desire to address the issue
L t th b . _ of post—and—slab construction. This desire sprang partly from a8 F O Scurantlsts Cry' love of unfinished reinforced concrete post—and-slab structures,
”DOwn there is 0nly—helll" and partly from the thought that by adopting this very common

type of construction from the outset, I would be establishing a
link with the built world, which was a realm to which I
expected to return. I was also very much haunted by Le
Corbusier’s Maison Dom—Ino, both as an icon of modernism

—Nietzsche and as a repudiation of the wall.
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Figure 3 is a photograph of a model of an early idea of how to
inhabit the field of walls. Beside the wall on the right is a two-
bay frame structure; beside the wall on the left is a steel
structure intended to hold an observation platform. The
observation platform and frame structure are so placed as to be
invisible to a person standing between the two walls. The
drawing in figure 2 would be the view from the observation
platform toward the frame structure concealed by a wall. This
grouping forms a single dwelling, separated from itself by a
Iar Ye, em tv outdoor room. The art of the dwellin Y which isV . . . F
concerned with being physically close to a wall and the part
which is concerned only with gazing upon a wall do not
interfere with one another.

This scheme for a dwellin Y is meantin the s irit of Gaston
Bachelard s definition of a house as "an instrument with which
to confront the cosmos."

The cravon drawin Ys in fi Yures 4 and 5 are further meditations. ta _ tw
upon the walls. ln the former, an attempt was made to generate
architectural ideas through the spontaneous interiection of
various shapes. ln the latter, this attempt was not made, but as
an afterthought, a shadowy, box-like shape was added, .. _ . .„_ __„ ;.__ ,,Ütiit

. ' . .
representing the preyiously described frame structure. This can ;._ Y-Yb

seen in the lower left-hand c uadrant of the drawin Y, beside .__ta‘
• • 5 ‘ • •

~
•

one of the original walls, but at a slight angle to it, as though it
;·wepulling away. l: ',.x;_ V

. . . - . -. .Figure 6 is a detail of this confi Yuration. ·rv tn ¤j Y1V.<_
. . . . V · ws ~'·"%§I’ gf, ‘.···€;g;,;,·¢=*„¢=¥·al

would like to call attention in this detail to the upperinost slab ‘ __ ;;f_;·:?\V,; :.-5:* ·. _
·

_ .

of the added structure. This should be the only part ot the_ _ · _
structure that touches the original wall. The connection would .„_;b

made by cutting a groove in the wall in which to pour one 3; : __

·_sidof the slab, so that the wall and slab wouldbecome.__’ •·‘ 1 __‘ Q; _
monolithic. ln the original of this drawing, this uppermost
platform is colored gold, and was referred to for a time, with
discretionary irony, as "the golden slab." lt is the place of the
hoped-for fulfillment of the longing inspired by the walls.
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PART TWO

The site fixed the mood of the project. I wanted to use Fer the past ten Years er se l have tived inQStlY in gronp
architecture to imaginatively dwell on the site; I wanted the hehses- Where PeOPle Come and go, and Where you Come to

architecture to reflect the thoughts and feelings inspired by the rdentifY _Y0nr hedreenras YO¤r house, in the Sense of privaey

site, The program was for a house-—-not so much a house for and terrltory. I havertried to treat the bedroom in this house to

rnyself as one refleeted rnyself; reflected rny I°€ITI€l:hb€l” that C{OI°lClltIOI]. II'] plan is [NOTE OT less SClLlal'€——

condition at the time that the mood of the site most appealed to th_e drasrammatlc SYrnhOl of the Self- It haS four identical
rne_ ln a Way meant a return to a state of despondency, but F/VIHOOWS, OI”l€·ll”I the of each of its fOl.1I' walls. gives

‘ with the purpose of pushing through it rather than trying tg lt an Integrity in looking on disinterestedly to all that is cireling
evade it. The house reflects this in that it acts as a gateway from arevnd it- Also, from the tWO·StOry hall Space, itS diSintereSted
the site back into the site. This can be seen if you study the plan Wthdew ereatee a sehse ef there being an ”Other” Within the
and consider the house as a You approach frorn the house I°ath€I° than of the hOUS€ being €ntII°€ly at

On€north,go up the ramp on the west side, cross the south side,
turn the Qerner inte the eagtern gallery, ge past the gtairg te the You S€€ in the plan of the second floor that this HS€lf-TOOTHH is

entranee_ The entranee leads straight inte the haek ef the nerth broken or unfinished at one corner. ln order to speak about

wall. The first floor is really a single modulated hall which leads this, l hat-'e_ to elaborate on the idea of the house aS the
finally to the double openings of the southern wall, through §»YmhollC diagram of the search that was begun by first entering
Which the site beekehe enge again tnto

thersite, and later as a diagrram tvhicyh suggests a certain
ierarc ica structure t at may e re atet to a person’s inner

The first portion of this hall is the lightshaft between the north lite.
wall and one of the two square bays which form the main body
of the house. The bay adjacent to the lightshaft has the bedroom The north wall of the house, as an element, is derived from the
on its second level, as well as an open hall overlooking the free—standing walls of the field. The house marks out a path to
eastern gallery and a balcony facing to the south. On the first · its own wall. You approach this wall in the hope of finding
level of this bay is a grotto-like space formed by the concrete something, but you don’t know what it will be.
walls turning around it. At the bottom of the lightshaft,
towards the second bay from the entrance, is a reflecting pool, The idea of the house plan as an inwardly spiralling path arose
the edge of which can be seen from the grotto space. If you gradually as part of a solution to the problem of how to enter a
walk past this space, you enter the second bay, a two-story square structural bay. You enter this house by walking around
space which I imagine to be for work and for parties or it, and each successive elevation—from the north to west to
gatherings. In a way this is an inside-out space, because of south to east——draws you closer and is more revealing than the
the way it is overlooked by the bedroom window as though it previous one. ]ust as you get to know a person little by little,
were on the outside of the house, and in the way it serves as a gradually—almost indirectly——the house reveals itself.
threshold to the reentering of the site, through the two
southern openings where light pours in its welcome. The space The refinements in the design of the house were based partlv
is also a threshold to a narrow courtyard on its north side, on the realization that the house could be seen as a path, and
which is also the place where rainwater enters the building partly on the idea of recalling a condition of fragmentation and
after having fallen from the roof. Steps lead up from the water estrangement, which had to do with the original attraction of
where it disappears to pass beneath the reflecting pool, which the site.
is at the opposite end of this court. There, still water bridges
moving water. This interplay of Waters is Something YOU Fragmentation is expressed in the treatment of the southwest

dedtlee hut don’t actually see- and middle southern corners, where the path suggested by the

On the first level of the house there is also a bathroom adjac-ent lrorifnferrläfqhefrfälégtiigto
the erasternrgallery. The entire room is a shower with a toilet reebeettyety by yertieahy er herizentathrntaeed term Worte)

tmfl O Smk m ‘f« Wmch OOmOS ffOm my mOmOfy er O OamfOOm These breaks in the upper walls form openings for direct
in a small hotel on a Greek island. lt is meant also to allude Sllnlight to enter the tWe_Stery Space.
to the lavatories in planes and busses.

’
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A kind of estrangement or standing-back from its situation is Once }f¤U are UP 011 the reef, the game ef the diagram is ever-
reflected in the way the house is placed in the field of walls, in There 15 011lY the Sky Or_the View ef the Wall field, and the
the nature and number gf its Openingsl and in its PrQPgrti()ns_ bI'Ok€I'l COI'I°i€I° Wh€I°€ I'8iI°tWät€l' I'l1I'lS dOWI1. Th€I'€ is HO lOI'Ig€I'

In an earlier version, the house was horizontal in bearing and the need t0 SOIVe anything or to look beyond what is apparent.
its only walls were on the outside, forming a partial enclosure

t '
for a garden. With respect to the governing mood of the
project, this horizontality and appropriation of land were .
simply too comfortable. Gradually the house itself beca—me
wal s, and its proportions drew back vertically from the .
ground. The garden enclosure flew to the roof. The house
became as a concrete ark passing in stillness through the site.

On the second level of the house there are two rooms
· physically connected to the north wall. These rooms are bridges

between the north wall and the main body of the house. In
terms of the house as a path, the less remote of these bridge
rooms is the study. lt is accessible directly from the second
floor hallway. The more remote bridge room is accessible only
through the bedroom, so in terms of the path of the house it is
even more private or remote than the bedroom, except that it is
an open terrace leading only to a view back to the beginning of
the path of the house. This "room" is really the place where the
wall and the house meet. It is the real center of the house, its
beginning and end.
You could also say that the bedroom is the center of the house,
which formally is closer to being true. As the center—the point
of stillness amid motion—the openings in its four walls are
centered and equal. But out of or into the corner of this room,
and nearer to the original wall which inspires and is the real
ground of the house, emerges the empty terrace. This terrace
overlooks the bedroom-——the center of the house as an inwardly
spiralling path—just as it overlooks the outer beginning of that
path. Motion and stillness are one to the terrace. lt is the
deeper center than the formal center of the house.Structurallyit

is monolithic with the northern wall, but from within the
bedroom it becomes present where the house is broken; where
the provisional (infill) walls that demarcate the formal center
are suddenly interrupted.

The bridge room that is a terrace can be seen as breaking into
the corner of the bedroom as things which are vital but
intractable can break into a person’s ordered privacy. So,
although privacy is an important theme in this house, it is not
the ultimate value and the bedroom is not the ultimate room.
Neither is the study, though it, too, bridges to the wall.
Diagrammatically it is perhaps less significant that the study
bridges to the wall than it is that the terrace is reached by way
of the bedroom. The terrace meets the house at the end of the
path that is the house, as though coming from another
direction. It is of the house and not of the house, but not of
anything other than the house. The terrace is meant to allude to
whatever is more urgent than study and more intimate than
sleep.
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WEST ELEVATION STUDY
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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ISOMORPHIC: HOUSE-CHANNEL-WALL
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